Features

- 29.6 kilometers of groomed trails
- Trails are not groomed for skate skiing.
- Picnic area
- Outhouses
- Magnificent old white and red pine forests, bogs, and young aspen stands.
- Look for wolf, pine marten, and snowshoe hare tracks
- Ice fishing on Flathorn Lake

Location

Flathorn/Gegoka Trails are located on the north side of Flathorn and Gegoka Lakes just west of Isabella.

- From MN 61, turn north at Illgen City on MN 1 toward Finland, Isabella, and Ely.
- Follow MN 1 about 20 miles to Isabella.
- Go 6 miles from Isabella to Mitiwan Lake Rd. (Co 702) and turn right.
- The parking area is on the left, 0.75 miles up Co 702.

Minnesota Ski Passes are required at Flathorn-Gegoka. You can purchase one online!

www.dnr.state.mn.us/licenses/online-sales.html
Description

Flathorn/Gegoka is a nice collection of relatively flat trails good for both beginner and intermediate skiers. It is groomed only for classic skiing, no skate skiing on these trails. If you choose to cross lakes, please check ice depth for safety first.
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